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London, England, June 10th, 2019 - Boston today announced the first offering in Europe for NVIDIA RAPIDS

test drives at BostonLabs. This brings together NVIDIA RAPIDS, a suite of open-source software libraries

giving data scientists the freedom to execute end-to-end data science and analytics pipelines entirely on

GPUs, and Boston’s 25 years of server hardware integration experience. The result is a cluster of

NVIDIA T4 GPU-optimised servers running a variety of RAPIDS frameworks available to customer and data

scientists looking to accelerate and scale out their frameworks working in Python.



With NVIDIA’s GPU Cloud, users can rapidly accelerate the individual parts of the typical data science

workflow and accelerate the complete end-to-end workflow. The repository includes examples of cuDF,

XGBoost, cuML demos, cuGraph demos and more in example notebooks, as well as 10-minute guides.



Manoj Nayee, Managing Director of Boston, comments, “As NVIDIA Tesla Partner of the Year, Boston is

delighted to partner with NVIDIA to offer customers access to RAPIDS via BostonLabs. With over 25 years

of industry experience we understand from working with our customers that it can be a daunting challenge,

even for experienced data scientists, to ensure that their hardware and software partners seamlessly

deliver the speed and scalability that their workloads demand. Our announcement today is a sign of our

ongoing commitment to the industry, giving access to the latest technologies as well as the experts at

BostonLabs to guide them.”



Alfred Manhart, VP of Channel Business at NVIDIA EMEA, adds: “The RAPIDS test drive is a great way to

see first-hand the benefits of this new machine learning platform. For the first time, it gives

scientists the tools they need to run the entire data science pipeline on GPUs. We welcome Boston to

support them in Europe and help companies address their highly complex business challenges.”



RAPIDS is also integrated into vScaler, Boston’s cloud offering, for on-premises, hybrid, and

multi-cloud environments.



The announcement comes soon after Boston had announced the NVIDIA T4 Test Drive, the only one of its kind

in Europe, leading from Boston’s success in being named NVIDIA Tesla Partner of the Year for Europe.



Anyone interested in registering for a test drive should do so here.

(https://r1.dotmailer-surveys.com/f17v8c1-ee3wcg40)



ENDS



For further information, including product details and specifications, please contact:



 

Maz Lopez

Maz.lopez@boston.co.uk 

+44(0)1727-876-100

Head of Marketing, Boston Limited
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Monday to Friday, 9 AM to 5:30 PM GMT 



Notes to editors:



About Boston

 

Boston Limited has been providing cutting-edge technology since 1992 using Supermicro® building blocks.

Our high performance, mission-critical server and storage solutions can be tailored for each specific

client, helping you to create your ideal solution. From the initial specification, solution design and

even full custom branding – we can help you solve your toughest business challenges simply and

effectively.

https://www.boston.co.uk
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